R HELP WRITING FUNCTIONS FOR GRAPHS
In this lesson, we'll learn how to write a function so that we can repeat several .. The roxygen2 package allows R coders
to write documentation alongside the the graphs already shown, while analyze("data/inflammationcsv") should.

If not, you can use: dev. You can follow any of the next commands with this to label the points. Explain why
we should divide programs into small, single-purpose functions. Then it will appear as if your plots are not
being created, because they are being sent to a pdf printer but not printed. Histogram R code: hist A histogram
shows distributions of data. Nothing goes within the parentheses here. R offers countless ways to customize
graphics. Further Customizing Graphics Below are a number of different functions you can use to customize
the graphics that you create in R. Lifesatisfaction", col. Furthermore, we can extend that vector again using c,
e. TASK 3 Add a meaningful title, x label, y label, and a new color to your last graph. Try calling the plot
again, it should now appear in the default plotting window. While in the learning phase, we will explicitly
define the return statement. If we only had one data set to analyze, it would probably be faster to load the file
into a spreadsheet and use that to plot some simple statistics. The statements in the body are indented by two
spaces, which makes the code easier to read but does not affect how the code operates. Use the plot function to
show the relationship graphically. This is a good graph to make early on when you are getting a sense of your
data. For more details on the call stack, have a look at the supplementary material. How should I document my
code? Replace the underlined part in the command above with your filepath from before. This function simply
plots data points. Automatic Returns In R, it is not necessary to include the return statement. R automatically
returns whichever variable is on the last line of the body of the function. But we have twelve files to check,
and may have more in the future. Try changing the number. Discuss what you see with a neighbor. Inside the
function, we use a return statement to send a result back to whoever asked for it. Below, we show you how to
do this in several different formats. Use each of the above options i. The frequency indicates what proportion
of the data falls in each category. Try it. To see a list of all color names in R, type colors. File appears as a
PDF in the specified folder. Choices are o,l, 7, c, u, n, and ].

